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Abstract
In real world applications of supervised learning methods,
training and test sets are often sampled from the distinct distri-
butions and we must resort to domain adaptation techniques.
One special class of techniques is Covariate Shift Adaptation,
which allows practitioners to obtain good generalization per-
formance in the distribution of interest when domains differ
only by the marginal distribution of features. Traditionally,
Covariate Shift Adaptation is implemented using Importance
Weighting which may fail in high-dimensional settings due
to small Effective Sample Sizes (ESS). In this paper, we pro-
pose (i) a connection between ESS, high-dimensional settings
and generalization bounds and (ii) a simple, general and the-
oretically sound approach to combine feature selection and
Covariate Shift Adaptation. The new approach yields good
performance with improved ESS.1
Introduction
The most fundamental assumption in the field of Statisti-
cal Supervised Learning is that the data we use to train
our models and the data we want to make predictions for
are sampled from the same distribution. A typical scenario
which that does not hold is known as Covariate Shift2. In this
scenario we have a source/train joint distribution Qx,y and
a different target/test joint distribution Px,y of our interest.
Features and labels are sampled from the same measurable
space (X × Y,Σ), with Qy|x = Py|x and Qx 6= Px. This
scenario is also characterized by the difficulty of obtaining
labels in some regions of the input space X . Labelled pairs
(xi, yi)
n
i=1 are then independently sampled from Qx,y while
unlabelled samples (x′i)
m
i=1 are independently sampled from
Px. If Px  Qx and the distributions have density functions
px and qx, the most common approach to train a model to be
used in the target domain using data from the source domain
is to replace the empirical error by a version weighted by an
estimate of the density ratio w(x) = px(x)/qx(x).
However, this weighting scheme may fail in high-
dimensional settings, especially because Qx and Px can be
so different that weights concentrate in just a few samples,
1Our code can be found in https://github.com/felipemaiapolo/
covariate_shift_high_dimensional/.
2See (Shimodaira 2000; Sugiyama and Kawanabe 2012) for an
introduction.
leading to a low Effective Sample Size (ESS) (Reddi, Poc-
zos, and Smola 2015; Wang and Rudin 2017; Stojanov et al.
2019).
We also recognize that high-dimensionality can be a prob-
lem for the estimation of w (Izbicki, Lee, and Schafer 2014;
Stojanov et al. 2019), but that will not be our focus in this
paper, even though our approach is useful to tackle that kind
of problem as well.
Main Objectives and Contributions
The main objectives and contributions of this paper are: (i)
proposing a connection between Effective Sample Size (ESS),
high-dimensional settings and the generalization bounds for
importance weighted supervised models and (ii) proposing a
general and theoretically sound approach to select relevant
features, minimizing their redundancy and allowing a higher
ESS, thus improving a model’s performance in the target
domain.
ESS is a concept borrowed from the Monte
Carlo/Importance Sampling literature (Robert, Casella,
and Casella 2010; Owen 2013) with connections with
Covariate Shift Adaptation that are not well represented in
the literature. Moreover, to our knowledge there is no general
and theoretically sound published method to select features
prior to covariate shift correction and model training. In the
next section, we introduce some notation and motivate the
use of Importance Weighting as a method for Covariate Shift
Adaptation.
Importance Weighting
Given a hypothesis classH and a loss function L, our objec-
tive is to find a hypothesis h∗ ∈ H that minimizes the risk R
assessed in the target distribution. For now on we assume: (i)
Qy|x = Py|x and Qx 6= Px; (ii) distributions Px and Qx are
such that Px  Qx and have probability density functions
px and qx, respectively. In the following, we show we can
rewrite the risk in terms of the source distribution:
R(h) = Ex∼PxEy|x [L(h(x), y)] (1)
=
∫
px(x)
qx(x)
qx(x)Ey|x [L(h(x), y)] dx (2)
= Ex∼QxEy|x [w(x) · L(h(x), y)] (3)
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We would like to find a hypothesis hERMw ∈ H that mini-
mizes a weighted version of the empirical risk while also ob-
taining a low value forR. Assume we know the ’true’ weight-
ing function w = px/qx and that we have pairs (xi, yi)
n
i=1
that are independently sampled from Qx,y. The weighted
empirical risk is thus given by
R̂w(h) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
w(xi) · L(h(xi), yi) (4)
In practice, we might also want to add a regularization
term Ω(h) to penalize for the complexity of the hypothesis
h.
Related Work
There is a rich literature related to the problem of Covari-
ate Shift Adaptation (Shimodaira 2000; Cortes et al. 2008;
Sugiyama and Kawanabe 2012) where the main interest has
been to develop methods to estimate the density ratio w
(Bickel, Brückner, and Scheffer 2007; Huang et al. 2007;
Sugiyama et al. 2008; Kanamori, Hido, and Sugiyama 2009;
Tsuboi et al. 2009; Yamada and Sugiyama 2009; Yamada
et al. 2010; Sugiyama et al. 2011; Kanamori, Suzuki, and
Sugiyama 2012; Sugiyama, Suzuki, and Kanamori 2012; Ya-
mada et al. 2013; Izbicki, Lee, and Schafer 2014; Liu et al.
2017). Some of those propose methods to reliably estimating
w in high-dimensional and unstable settings (Sugiyama et al.
2011; Izbicki, Lee, and Schafer 2014; Liu et al. 2017), when
the more traditional approaches may fail. Even if we could
estimate w perfectly, in cases where Qx and Px are very
divergent, we would suffer from low Effective Sample Size
(ESS) (Reddi, Poczos, and Smola 2015; Wang and Rudin
2017) and looser generalization bounds (Cortes, Mansour,
and Mohri 2010). We thus focus on the ESS problem.
In order to obtain a larger ESS, Reddi, Poczos, and Smola
(2015) proposed a regularization method which controls the
learning stability when correcting for covariate shift. Even
though that approach seems to work well in practice, and have
an interpretable appeal, it is not a general solution and may
be hard to generalize to some hypothesis classes. On the other
hand, Wang and Rudin (2017) explores the idea of dimen-
sionality reduction to keep relevant information for posterior
regression. Actually, the authors’ approach reduces dimen-
sions, estimate the weighting function and train a regression
model all at once. Despite being elegant, this procedure fails
to give a general solution as it is tailored for linear models.
In a more recent work, Stojanov et al. (2019) uses the
idea of Sufficient Dimension Reduction (Fukumizu, Bach,
and Jordan 2004; Suzuki and Sugiyama 2010) to perform
dimensional reduction, filtering irrelevant and redundant in-
formation. That approach is very general and works well in
practice, but it lacks interpretability for transformed features.
Effective Sample Size (ESS), Covariate Shift
Adaptation and Generalization Bounds
In this section we assume the true importance function, a.k.a.
density ratio, is known up to a constant.
Effective Sample Size (ESS) in the context of
Covariate Shift Adaptation
In order to introduce the concept of ESS in the context of Co-
variate Shift Adaptation, we first describe how this heuristic
is employed within the Importance Sampling literature.
Consider two probability distributions Pz and Qz over
Z ⊆ Rd with probability density functions pz and qz, re-
spectively. From now on, we consider Pz  Qz and call
Pz the target distribution and Qz the source distribution.
We thus sample from Qz in order to estimate the integral∫
Z g(z)pz(z)dz, with g : Z → R. A key quantity is the
importance function, which is given by w ∝ pz/qz.
The usual formulation for the ESS (Robert, Casella, and
Casella 2010; Owen 2013; Martino, Elvira, and Louzada
2017) is as follows. Suppose we have a random sample
(zi)
n
i=1 independently sampled from the source distribution
Qz and we want to use the (self-normalized) Importance Sam-
pling estimator n−1
∑n
i=1 w¯ig(zi) in order to estimate the in-
tegral of interest. The weights are given by w¯i = wi/
∑
j wj ,
where wi = w(zi) ∝ pz(zi)/qz(zi), i ∈ [n]. Then, we
define the ESS as
ESS :=
1
n
∑n
i=1 w¯
2
i
=
(
∑n
i=1 wi)
2
n
∑n
i=1 w
2
i
(5)
Intuitively, ESS is the percentage of effective samples.
For example, if ESS= 1/2 then the Importance Sampling
estimator effectiveness is of a Monte Carlo estimator with
n/2 samples. Originally, that formulation was an attempt
to approximate, via Delta Method, the ratio of Monte Carlo
estimators’ variance and the self-normalized Importance Sam-
pling estimator’ variance, as derived by Elvira, Martino, and
Robert (2018). While that was the first approach towards
the above formulation of the ESS, there are others as it can
be seen in Owen (2013) and Martino, Elvira, and Louzada
(2017). The latter presents the relationship between ESS and
the Euclidean distance between the vector (w¯1, ..., w¯n) and
the "ideal" balanced vector (1/n, ..., 1/n). Furthermore, ESS
informs about the Importance Sampling estimator’s conver-
gence rate (Agapiou et al. 2017).
Despite of all previous motivations the question of how we
should we transpose the importance of ESS to the Covariate
Shift Adaptation framework remains. In the following we
show that there is a close relationship between the above def-
inition of ESS and generalization bounds under importance
weighting in covariate shift correction. As we start talking
about covariate shift correction, we may substitute z by a vec-
tor of features x, the set Z by X or X × Y and the function
g by the loss function L. Before we move on, we must state
ESS converges almost surely to a valuable quantity ESS∗.
Lemma 0.1. Consider two probability distributions Px and
Qx over X ⊆ Rd, Px  Qx, with probability density func-
tions px and qx, respectively. Suppose we have a random
sample (xi)ni=1, independently sampled from the distribution
Qx, and we define wi = w(xi) ∝ px(xi)/qx(xi). Assume
0 < Ex∼Qx
[
w(x)2
]
<∞. Then
ESS a.s.−−→ ESS∗ when n→∞ (6)
Where
ESS∗ :=
1
Ex∼Px
[
px(x)
qx(x)
] = 1
d2(Px||Qx) (7)
The quantity d2(Px||Qx) equals exp [D2(Px||Qx)], where
the quantity in the exponent is the Rényi Divergence of order
2 of Px from Qx (van Erven and Harremoës 2012; Cortes,
Mansour, and Mohri 2010).
The proof can be found in the Supplementary Material. It
is very interesting how Rényi Divergence naturally emerges
when working with ESS. It is a keypoint to understand that,
when calculating the Effective Sample Size, we are actually
approximating a quantity inversely proportional to the expo-
nential of Rényi Divergence of order 2 of Px from Qx. Now
we state the following lemma:
Lemma 0.2. Given two joint probability distributions Px1,x2
and Qx1,x2 over X ⊆ Rd, with joint probability density
functions px1,x2 and qx1,x2 , we have that
D2(Px1,x2 ||Qx1,x2) ≥ D2(Px1 ||Qx1) (8)
That is, the Rényi Divergence (and its exponential) does
not decrease with the number of variables (dimensions).
The proof can also be found in the Supplementary Mate-
rial. Lemma 0.2 also tell us that ESS∗ non-increases with
the number of dimensions, what indicates potential prob-
lems. It is evident the dimensionality of the problem may
play an important role and it will be clear by the following
theorem, taken from Cortes, Mansour, and Mohri (2010). For
Theorem 0.3, consider some conditions. Let X denote the
input space, Y the label set, and let L : Y2 → [0, 1] be a
bounded loss function. Denote the target distribution of fea-
tures by Px and source distribution of features by Qx, with
Px  Qx. Consider H to be the hypothesis class used by
the learning algorithm and f : X → Y to be the labelling
function we want to learn about. We denote by Pdim(U) the
pseudo-dimension of a real-valued function class U , which
is an extension of VC Dimension for real-valued classes of
functions (Vidyasagar 2002). In the following theorem, Pdim
will be used to indirectly quantify the complexity of a class
of hypothesis through the loss function.
Theorem 0.3. (Cortes, Mansour, and Mohri 2010) Define the
function Lh(x) := L[h(x), f(x)] and letH be a hypothesis
set such that Pdim({Lh : h ∈ H}) = p < ∞. Assume that
d2(Px||Qx) < ∞ and w(x) 6= 0,∀x ∈ X . Then, for any
δ > 0, with probability at least 1− δ, we have that:
sup
h∈H
[R(h)− Rˆw(h)] ≤
≤ 2 54
√
d2(Px||Qx)
[
p · log 2·e·np + log 4δ
n
] 3
8
It is clear from Theorem 0.3 that ESS∗ = 1/d2(Px||Qx)
plays a fundamental role when we want to learn f from data.
A larger ESS∗ leads to a tighter generalization bound. In
consequence, the rationale behind using ESS as an heuristic
for diagnosis of Covariate Shift Adaptation becomes more
clear. From Lemma 0.2, we learn another essential fact: the
bound in Theorem 0.3 gets tighter when we discard some
variables and everything else is held constant. Thus, it seems
that performing a smart feature selection before Covariate
Shift Adaptation by maintaining only the essential informa-
tion about the labels3 should be a good procedure, as long as
we have a larger ESS∗, tighter generalization bounds and ap-
proximately the same potential performance for our models.
A Toy Model Experiment
Now we present a toy model in order to gain some intu-
ition about the concepts presented so far. Assume there
are two joint distributions of features and labels Pλ and Q
with densities pλ and q, being the case that Q describes
the source/training population and that Pλ describes the tar-
get/test population. Moreover, we assume we are facing
the classical covariate shift problem, that is, pλ(y|x) =
q(y|x) = p(y|x) but pλ(x) 6= q(x), plus the fact that we
cannot sample the labels from the test population. Finally,
consider q(x) = N (x|0, Id) and pλ(x) = N (x|λ · 1, Id),
for λ 6= 0, with d indicating the number of dimensions. Sup-
pose p(y|x) = N (y|100 ·x1, 1), that is, y depends on x only
through its first coordinate x1. First we calculate D2(Pλ||Q)
and ESS∗ as functions of d and then simulate how the predic-
tive power of a decision tree regressor deteriorates as ESS∗
decreases and d increases. We train the trees by minimizing
the empirical error weighted by the true weighting function
w in the training set, also imposing a minimum of 10 samples
per leaf as a regularization strategy. We choose to work with
decision trees since they are robust against irrelevant features,
thus it is reasonable to expect that great part of performance
deterioration is not due to noisy features.
The first step to calculate D2(Pλ||Q) is to calculate its
exponential:
d2(Pλ||Q) = Ex∼Pλ
[
pλ(x)
q(x)
]
= Ex∼Pλ
{
exp[− 12 (x− λ1)>(x− λ1)]
exp[− 12x>x]
}
= exp
(
−dλ
2
2
)
· Ex∼Pλ
exp
λ d∑
j=1
xj

= exp(dλ2)
The last equality is true since exp(λ
∑d
j=1 xj) ∼
LogNormal(dλ2, dλ2). Then, D2(Pλ||Q) = dλ2 and
ESS∗ = exp(−dλ2). Figure 1 depicts the behavior of Rényi
Divergence and ESS∗ as functions of d. We also vary the
value for λ. When |λ| is bigger, the divergence between the
source and target distributions also increases. An interesting
3We might think f as depending only on some subset of features.
Figure 1: (i) We plot the Rényi Divergence of the target dist. Pλ from the source dist. Q as a function of the number of features. Both
distributions are normal with the same covariance matrix but located
√
dλ2 units apart from each other, i.e. the divergence also depends on |λ|;
(ii) We plot the ESS∗ as a function of d and also varying λ. As expected, ESS∗ exponentially decays in d as long as the divergence is linearly
related with d; (iii) In 50 simulations for each pair (λ, d), we observe how decision trees’ performances deteriorate due to low ESS.
fact is that the divergence between the distributions is not
noticeable by only looking at marginals. Finally, to check
how large d affects performance of a regressor we, for each d,
(i) sample 50 training and test sets, (ii) train the trees on the
training set minimizing the weighted empirical error and (iii)
assess the regressors on the test sets. The third plot of Figure
1, represents the average root-mean-square error ± standard
deviations across samples. Clearly the regressor deteriorates
as the divergence between domains grows larger.
Variable Selection for Covariate Shift
Adaptation
Here we propose a feature selection approach prior to co-
variate shift correction. The following theorem supports our
idea. The theorem was adapted from Stojanov et al. (2019) to
accommodate some of our particularities and to make some
aspects more clear.
Theorem 0.4. (Adapted from Stojanov et al. (2019)) Con-
sider a loss function L, the source and target joint distribu-
tions Qx,y and Px,y, Px,y  Qx,y, with probability density
functions qx,y and px,y, respectively. Assume we partition the
original set of features in the following way x = (x1,x2)
and that Covariate Shift assumptions are valid. Suppose there
is an optimal function h∗ in the hypothesis classH that mini-
mizes the risk assessed in the target distribution.
Assume that (i) qy|x(.|x) = qy|x1(.|x1) almost surely and
that (ii) there is a function h˜∗(x1) as optimal as h∗(x), i.e.
they return the same risk at target population. We suppose
the new function h˜∗ is in a proper hypothesis set, contained
in H, such that it maps the set of variables x1 to the labels
set. For a weighting function w, we have
EPx,y
[
L (h∗(x), y)
]
= EQx1,y
[
w(x1) · L(h˜∗(x1), y)
]
The proof can be found in the Supplementary Material. The
Theorem 0.4 states that we can potentially achieve the same
optimal results working with less variables and higher ESS
if assumptions (i) and (ii) are true. Notice that condition (i)
could be reformulated as y ⊥ x|x1 and does not depend on
the domain we working with, since py|x = qy|x. Statistically
speaking, we say x1 is sufficient for y. The condition (ii)
depends on the hypothesis class and essentially tells us that
there exists at least one optimal hypothesis inH that does not
depend on x2. The feature selection approach we propose to
be used with covariate shift correction relies on the Sufficient
Dimension Reduction we discuss next.
Variable Selection via Sufficient Dimensionality
Reduction (SDR)
Sufficient Dimensionality Reduction (Fukumizu, Bach, and
Jordan 2004; Suzuki and Sugiyama 2010) is a supervised
technique for dimensionality reduction maintaining impor-
tant information and minimizing redundancies from original
features in order to create good classifiers and regressors
afterwards. Given a set of features x and a target variable y,
the objective of SDR is to find a matrix M ∈ Rd×d′ , with
d′ < d and M>M = Id′ , such that y ⊥ x |M>x. That is,
the representation M>x is sufficient for y. Usually, M is
assumed to be dense, and in that case, M is estimated using
variations of the gradient descent algorithm. We focus in the
case where the matrix M is sparse and each column of it
is given by zeros, except for one entry set as 1 to create a
feature selector, as it is done in Fukumizu, Bach, and Jordan
(2004).
An interesting way to face the problem of Sufficient Di-
mensionality Reduction is using the concept of Mutual Infor-
mation (Suzuki and Sugiyama 2010), where extrapolating for
the case of feature selection is natural. To perform the selec-
tion, we assume that the important variables are the same for
the source and target domains so that we can estimate mutual
information with training data4. Recall that the Mutual In-
formation between y and a random vector x′, sampled from
Qx′,y, with probability density function qx′,y, is given by
4We discuss the situation where this might not be reasonable
and propose a solution in the Supplementary Material.
I(y;x′) = E
(x′,y)∼Qx′,y
[log v(x′, y)] (9)
Where v = qx′,y/[qx′qy] is a density ratio. Theorem 0.5
shows the theoretical foundation of using Mutual Information
between labels and features as a guide in a feature selection
procedure:
Theorem 0.5. Consider a random vector x = (x1,x2) and
a random variable y with joint distribution Qx,y and p.d.f.
qx,y. Then I(y;x) ≥ I(y;x1) and I(y;x) = I(y;x1) iff
y ⊥ x|x1.
The proof can be found in the Supplementary Material.
Theorem 0.5 tell us that if we find a subset of features x1
from original set x = (x1,x2) that I(y;x) = I(y;x1) holds,
then working with this subset can satisfy our needs, as this set
is statistically sufficient for the target variable y. In practice,
in order to select a good subset of features x1, it can be the
case that we are happy with I(y;x) > I(y;x1), and that will
depend on how much information we are willing to retrieve
in exchange for a greater number of features.
In the ideal situation, we would like to fix a minimum
value for I , try every combination of features and choose the
smaller one which has enough mutual information with the
target variable. Notice that the number of possible subsets
x′ of size d′, with 1 ≤ d′ < d and d being the size of the
original set of variables x, is
∑d−1
d′=1
(
d
d′
)
= 2d − 2. Testing
all the possibilities quickly becomes impracticable even if
distributions that generated the data are known. We, thus,
adopt a greedy strategy called "Forward Selection" (Guyon
and Elisseeff 2003). We assume for a moment that we have an
estimator Iˆ(y;x′) for the mutual information between y and
a random vector x′. We also assume that we have access to
the training sample (x′i, y)
n
i=1, independently sampled from
Qx′,y. We proceed by using Algorithm 1 to select relevant
features.
In words, we start by choosing the feature that has the
largest estimated mutual information with the target vari-
able and, at each subsequent step, we select the feature that
marginally maximizes the estimated mutual information. We
repeat the process until we reach a stop criterion. Two exam-
ples of stopping criteria that could be used when selecting fea-
tures according to the Algorithm 1 are (i) stopping when we
reach the maximum quantity of allowed features, dMAX < d,
or (ii) stopping when the Iˆ’s marginal growth is low. So far
we have assumed that we have an estimator for mutual in-
formation, but we have not discussed in depth how to obtain
this estimator. Suppose we want to estimate I(y;x′) for a
subset of features x′ and that we have a sample (x′i, yi)
n
i=1
independently sampled from Qx′,y with p.d.f. qx′,y. Then we
have two straightforward options of estimators of I(y;x′).
In the first option, we separately estimate the func-
tions qˆx′,y, qˆx′ and qˆy, and then we calculate Iˆ(y;x′) =
n−1
∑n
i=1 log[qˆx′,y(x
′
i, yi)/(qˆx′(xi)qˆy(yi))]. In the second
option, we directly estimate the density-ratio v and calculate
Iˆ(y;x′) = n−1
∑n
i=1 log vˆ(x
′
i, yi). The second option, at
first, may seem more promising, given that the most common
Algorithm 1: Feature Selection (Forward Selection)
Input: (i) A set of features F =
{
x(j)
}d
j=1
, (ii) an
estimator Iˆ for mutual information between
two random quantities (iii) a stopping rule;
Output: X = {x˜(j)}d′j=1, that is, the subset of d′
features, d′ ≤ d;
Data: (xi, yi)ni=1
iid∼ Qx,y
1 Initialize j ← 1, X← {} and STOP← False;
2 while not STOP do
3 x∗ ← argmax
x∈F
Iˆ (y;X ∪ {x});
4 X← X ∪ {x∗};
5 F← F− {x∗};
6 if Reach the stopping rule or j = d then
7 STOP← True
8 else
9 j = j + 1
10 return X.
techniques for density estimation, i.e. Kernel Density Esti-
mators, suffer from the curse of dimensionality (Wasserman
2006; Sugiyama and Kawanabe 2012), which would become
a limiting factor working with many features. However, even
the second option can be limiting, being an inefficient alter-
native since we would have to adjust a model for every subset
of the tested features. In the next section, we talk about an
efficient alternative for estimating mutual information to per-
form feature selection, which is the use of Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMMs) (Reynolds 2009).
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) for Mutual
Information Estimation
GMMs have been shown to be an efficient and well-
performing alternative for feature selection through mutual
information estimation for both regression (Eirola, Lendasse,
and Karhunen 2014) and classification tasks (Lan et al. 2006).
If both y and x′ are quantitative, then we can model qˆx′,y
directly as a Gaussian Mixture Model (Eirola, Lendasse,
and Karhunen 2014). In consequence, any marginal dis-
tribution of qˆx′,y, including qˆx′ and qˆy, will be a Gaus-
sian Mixture Model and there is no need to fit the model
more than once. If it is the case that the target variable is
categorical, i.e. y ∈ {0, 1, ..., C − 1}, and x′ is quantita-
tive, then for each value of y, we will fit a different GMM
qˆx′|y(.|y = y) (Lan et al. 2006). In that case, we can derive
qˆx′,y(x, y) = P̂(y = y) · qˆx′(x|y = y), where P̂(y = y)
is given by empirical distribution of y, that is, the relative
number of points in that we can verify the event {y = y}. In
consequence, any marginal distribution of qˆx′,y, including qˆx,
derives from Gaussian Mixture Models.
We have used the Scikit-Learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011)
implementation to estimate the GMMs and our own imple-
mentation to estimate the mutual information and select fea-
tures. The Scikit-Learn implementation for GMMs uses the
EM algorithm (Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman 2009) to
estimate means, covariances matrices and the mixture pa-
rameters. When dimensionality is very high, the number of
parameters for the standard GMM formulation explodes and
we suggest using one of the approaches proposed by Tipping
and Bishop (1999) or Bouveyron, Girard, and Schmid (2007).
Experiments
For the following experiments 10 datasets have been selected5
with no missing values and appropriate for regression tasks.
Each experiment consisted of (i) artificially causing covariate
shift, (ii) estimating the weights, (iii) correcting the shift by
the importance method, and finally (iv) assessing the per-
formance of the predictors as well as the effective sample
size. Besides regressions tasks, we have also performed clas-
sification tasks by binarizing the target variables using their
medians as a threshold. We have used the same datasets for
both regression and classification experiments to make per-
formance comparisons easier. In each one of 10 datasets,
we have performed the following pre-processing steps: (i)
we kept up to 8,000 data points per dataset, (ii) augmented
the number of features up to 40 features where the new fea-
tures are consisted by independent Gaussian noise and (iii)
standardized each column in every dataset.
Right after the pre-processing steps, the following proce-
dure have been used to create divergent training and test sets.
For each one of the datasets, we have sampled a sequence
of vectors uniformly from [−1, 1]d and have projected the
data points onto the subspace generated by each vector, re-
sulting in only one feature x(j)i per sample i for each sub-
space/simulation j. For each x(j)i , we have calculated the
score sij = Φ
(
[x
(j)
i −median(x(j))]/σj
)
, which is the prob-
ability that the data point i from simulation j is selected to the
training set. According to that score, we randomly allocate
each data point in either the training or test set in simulation
j. The constant σj is adjusted until the effective sample size
is less than 0.01. For each one of the training/test sets, we
fit two decision trees: one in the training set and one in a
subset of the test set. Then, we test both decision trees in the
unused portion of the test set and compare their performance
according to the Mean Squared Error for regression and Clas-
sification Error (1 - Accuracy) for classification. We have
selected the 100 simulations in which decision trees trained
in the test sets did best, relatively to the training set tree. We
chose Decision Trees because they are fast to train and robust
against irrelevant features. Thus, the noisy features added in
the datasets are not likely to directly affect predictive power,
but only making the effective sample size smaller.
To make feature selection, we have combined Algorithm 1
with Gaussian Mixture Models to estimate the mutual infor-
mation between a subset of features and the target variable6.
Our stopping criteria used in Algorithm 1 is that we should
stop selecting features when the marginal improvement in
5From www.dcc.fc.up.pt/~ltorgo/Regression/DataSets.html and
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.php.
6More details on hyperparameter tuning can be found in the
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the empirical mutual information in less than 1% relative
to the last level or when we select the first 15 features. To
estimate the weighting function for covariate shift correction,
we have used the probabilistic classifier approach (Bickel,
Brückner, and Scheffer 2007; Sugiyama and Kawanabe 2012)
with Logistic Regression model with a quadratic polynomial
expansion of the original features. Some of our benchmarks
use Adaptive Weighting (Shimodaira 2000; Sugiyama and
Kawanabe 2012), which is an attempt to make ESS higher.
Adaptive Weighting elevates the raw weights to the power
of a flattening parameter γ ∈ [0, 1], where γ is chosen
by Importance-Weighted Cross-Validation (Sugiyama and
Kawanabe 2012). The optimal γ gives a good balance be-
tween bias and variance for the risk estimation.
We work with four basic scenarios for training the models.
Firstly, we use the whole set of features and no weighting
method. In the second scenario we use the whole set of fea-
tures and make use of ’true’ weights (1−sij)/sij . In the third,
we use the whole set of features and estimate the weights
using the probabilistic classifier approach. Finally, we use
only selected features and and estimate the weights using
the probabilistic classifier approach. In the last three scenar-
ios, we use both raw weights and their flattening version, i.e.
we also use the Adaptive Weighting method, choosing the
flattening parameters by a validation scheme.
Table 1 shows, for each and every one of the datasets em-
ployed, (i) the original number of features, (ii) the augmented
number of features, (iii) the average number of selected fea-
tures (± std. deviation) for the regression experiments and
(iv) for the classification experiments.
Dataset Original Augment. Selected (Reg) Selected (Class)
abalone 7 40 3.93± 1.26 11.94± 4.57
ailerons 40 40 4.92± 0.52 3.82± 0.68
bank32nh 32 40 10.00± 1.84 13.19± 1.69
cal housing 8 40 5.53± 1.14 6.71± 4.51
cpu act 21 40 10.01± 1.14 2.61± 0.79
delta ailerons 5 40 3.92± 0.42 3.70± 0.67
elevators 18 40 7.96± 0.79 12.91± 2.24
fried delve 10 40 4.48± 0.50 5.00± 0.00
puma32H 32 40 1.98± 0.14 11.76± 4.63
winequality 11 40 9.56± 1.09 14.00± 0.00
Table 1: Average Numbers of features (± std. deviation) - in this
table we compare the numbers of original, augmented and selected
(for regression and classification tasks) features. It is possible to note
that, on average, we select small subsets of features, even smaller
than the original set.
From Table 1, it is possible to note that, on average, we
select small subsets of features, even smaller than the original
set. The small number of selected features for some datasets
is probably due to the nature of the selection method, allow-
ing the discarding of highly redundant features even though
they are relevant separately. It seems that using Gaussian
Mixture Models to make feature selection usually works bet-
ter for regression compared to classification tasks. Among
other factors, that can be due to the loss of information when
binarizing the target variable in some cases.
In Table 2, we see predictors’ average test errors (± std.
deviation), with all errors relative to the first scenario. From
Table 2, it is noticeable that our feature selection approach
All feat. All feat. (True Weights) All feat. (Estimated Weights) Selected feat. (Estimated Weights)
Dataset Unweighted Raw Adapt. Raw Adapt. Raw Adapt.
R
eg
re
ss
io
n
abalone 1.00 1.37± 0.21 1.05± 0.13 1.22± 0.17 0.99± 0.06 0.91± 0.05 0.91± 0.05
ailerons 1.00 1.02± 0.13 0.98± 0.07 0.98± 0.10 0.97± 0.06 0.87± 0.10 0.89± 0.13
bank32nh 1.00 1.27± 0.12 1.03± 0.10 1.19± 0.09 1.01± 0.06 0.97± 0.05 0.94± 0.04
cal housing 1.00 1.52± 0.25 1.03± 0.16 1.38± 0.21 0.98± 0.10 0.85± 0.08 0.84± 0.07
cpu act 1.00 0.55± 0.62 0.48± 0.52 0.58± 0.64 0.59± 0.52 0.15± 0.22 0.22± 0.30
delta ailerons 1.00 1.37± 0.14 1.05± 0.12 1.26± 0.10 1.00± 0.04 0.91± 0.03 0.91± 0.04
elevators 1.00 1.09± 0.16 0.97± 0.09 1.04± 0.14 0.98± 0.08 0.84± 0.15 0.83± 0.11
fried delve 1.00 1.56± 0.20 1.09± 0.12 1.39± 0.12 1.02± 0.06 0.88± 0.09 0.88± 0.09
puma32H 1.00 2.11± 0.99 1.07± 0.14 1.45± 0.19 1.02± 0.06 1.02± 1.07 1.02± 1.06
winequality 1.00 1.31± 0.12 1.06± 0.10 1.23± 0.09 1.02± 0.07 0.95± 0.04 0.94± 0.03
C
la
ss
ifi
ca
tio
n
abalone 1.00 1.24± 0.15 1.02± 0.16 1.16± 0.14 0.97± 0.11 1.00± 0.12 0.92± 0.10
ailerons 1.00 1.03± 0.22 0.93± 0.16 1.00± 0.17 0.91± 0.14 0.84± 0.13 0.86± 0.13
bank32nh 1.00 1.22± 0.10 1.04± 0.10 1.17± 0.09 1.00± 0.07 0.97± 0.07 0.94± 0.05
cal housing 1.00 1.39± 0.20 1.02± 0.15 1.32± 0.17 0.97± 0.11 0.90± 0.17 0.88± 0.16
cpu act 1.00 1.07± 0.13 0.95± 0.10 1.03± 0.12 0.97± 0.11 0.98± 0.12 0.97± 0.12
delta ailerons 1.00 1.32± 0.29 0.94± 0.13 1.21± 0.22 0.92± 0.11 0.83± 0.09 0.83± 0.08
elevators 1.00 1.06± 0.13 0.97± 0.10 1.03± 0.12 0.95± 0.09 0.88± 0.11 0.89± 0.09
fried delve 1.00 1.31± 0.16 1.04± 0.10 1.22± 0.13 1.02± 0.09 0.83± 0.05 0.82± 0.05
puma32H 1.00 1.65± 0.55 1.01± 0.10 1.19± 0.14 1.01± 0.08 1.05± 0.38 1.02± 0.35
winequality 1.00 1.16± 0.10 1.02± 0.11 1.11± 0.09 1.00± 0.09 1.03± 0.09 0.97± 0.07
Table 2: Average Test Errors (± std. deviation) - here we compared the predictive performance of decision trees in the test set of 100 different
simulations for each dataset. We have four basic scenarios: (i) whole set of features and no weighting method; (ii) whole set of features and use
of ’true’ weights; (iii) whole set of features and estimated weights; (iv) selected features and estimated weights. In the last three scenarios, we
use both raw weights and their flatter version ("Adapt."). The numbers reported are the (relative) MSE and classification error averages and
their std. deviations.
and posterior weighting, combined or not with the Adaptive
Weighting method, systematically outperforms all the other
benchmarks, especially the pure weighting method when the
whole set of features is used. Even the benchmarks that used
true weights are often beaten by large margins. That suggests
that the degradation in the model performances is mainly
due to low effective sample size instead of a difficulty in
estimating the weighting function. Let us directly evaluate
how feature selection affects ESS looking at Figure 2.
In Figure 2, one can see the distribution of Effective Sam-
ple Sizes in all the weighted approaches, calculated in the
entire set of experiments. It is possible to notice how small
the ESSs can be by adopting the pure weighting strategy.
Using the Adaptive Weighting method, without prior feature
selection, yields very high ESS in exchange for higher biases.
The feature selection itself allows higher ESSs and, when
combined with Adaptive weighting, it yields the highest ESSs
with less pronounced biases.
Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed: (i) a connection between
the traditional heuristics of Effective Sample Size, high-
dimensional settings and generlization bounds, all important
concepts in the context of covariate shift adaptation; (ii) a
simple, general and theoretically sound approach to combine
feature selection and Covariate Shift Adaptation. We also
have showed that our approach for feature selection can be
combined with other existing approaches yielding superior
results.
Figure 2: Effective Sample Size distributions across all experiments.
Notice higher ESSs can be achieved by a prior feature selection
stage. We use both raw weights and their flatter version ("Adapt.")
in a combination of scenarios which includes all/selected features
and true/estimated weights.
Computing Infrastructure
All the experiments were carried out using a Google Cloud
Platform’s (GCP) Virtual Machine with 96 vCPUs and 86.4
GB of memory. All the experiments took around 4h to run.
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Supplementary Material
Proofs and Derivations
Proof of Lemma 0.1
Proof. Assume the hypothesis stated are valid. Being c 6= 0
a real constant, see we can re-wright the ESS as follows:
ESS =
(
∑n
i=1 wi)
2
n
∑n
i=1 w
2
i
=
[∑n
i=1 c · px(xi)qx(xi)
]2
n
∑n
i=1
[
c · px(xi)qx(xi)
]2
=
[
1
n
∑n
i=1
px(xi)
qx(xi)
]2
1
n
∑n
i=1
[
px(xi)
qx(xi)
]2
Then, by the Strong Law of Large Numbers and almost-
sure convergence properties (Roussas 1997), we verify that
ESS a.s.−−→ Ex∼Qx [
px(x)
qx(x)
]
2
Ex∼Qx
[
( px(x)qx(x) )
2
] when n → ∞. To complete the
proof, we state the following
Ex∼Qx
[
px(x)
qx(x)
]2
Ex∼Qx
[(
px(x)
qx(x)
)2] = 1Ex∼Px [px(x)qx(x) ]
=
1
d2(Px||Qx)
= ESS∗
Proof of Lemma 0.2
Proof. Assume the hypothesis are valid and let
d2(Px1,x2 ||Qx1,x2) = exp[D2(Px1,x2 ||Qx1,x2)]. See
that:
d2(Px1,x2 ||Qx1,x2) =
= EPx1,x2
[
px1,x2(x1,x2)
qx1,x2(x1,x2)
]
= EPx1
[
px1(x1)
qx1(x1)
· EPx2|x1
[
px2|x1(x2|x1)
qx2|x1(x2|x1)
]]
= EPx1
[
px1(x1)
qx1(x1)
· d2(Px2|x1 ||Qx2|x1)
]
≥ EPx1
[
px1(x1)
qx1(x1)
]
= d2(Px1 ||Qx1)
Where the inequality is obtained by the fact that the exponen-
tial of the Rényi Divergence must be greater or equals one.
To complete the proof and show that D2(Px1,x2 ||Qx1,x2) ≥
D2(Px1 ||Qx1), just take the log in both sides.
Proof of Theorem 0.4
Proof. If the assumptions of the theorem are valid, then:
EPx,y
[
L [h∗(x), y]
]
= EPxEPy|x
[
L [h∗(x), y]
]
= EPx1EPy|x1
[
L
[
h˜∗(x1), y
] ]
= EQx1
[
px1(x1)
qx1(x1)
· EPy|x1
[
L
[
h˜∗(x1), y
] ]]
= EQx1,y
[
w(x1) · L
[
h˜∗(x1), y
] ]
Proof of Theorem 0.5
Proof. Assume (x, y) ∼ Qx,y and x = (x1,x2) ∼ Qx1,x2
with probability density functions qx,y and qx = qx1,x2 , re-
spectively. First see that:
I(y;x)− I(y;x1) =
= EQx,y
[
log
qx,y(x, y)
qx(x)qy(y)
]
− EQx1,y
[
log
qx1,y(x1, y)
qx1(x1)qy(y)
]
= EQx,y
[
log
qx,y(x, y)
qx(x)qy(y)
qx1(x1)qy(y)
qx1,y(x1, y)
]
= EQx,y
[
log
qy|x(y|x)
qy|x1(y|x1)
]
= EQxEQy|x
[
log
qy|x(y|x)
qy|x1(y|x1)
]
= EQx
[
DKL(Qy|x||Qy|x1)
]
DKL being the Kullback-Leibler divergence. As long as
DKL(Qy|x||Qy|x1) is non-negative, we have that I(y;x) −
I(y;x1) ≥ 0. If I(y;x)− I(y;x1) = 0, then Qy|x = Qy|x1
with probability 1 due to the non-negativity of the divergence.
That is, y ⊥ x|x1. On the other hand, if y ⊥ x|x1 then
Qy|x = Qy|x1 and I(y;x)− I(y;x1) = 0.
When Sufficient Variables are not the Same in
Target and Source Domains
There are cases when would end up selecting different subset
of features if we could estimate the mutual information in
the target domain Px,y. Although we cannot estimate that
quantity with unlabelled data from target domain, we can
estimate a quantity related to it and that suffices our needs.
See we can write the mutual information of x′ and y in the
target domain in the following way
IP (y;x′) =
= EPx′,y
[
log
px′,y(x
′, y)
px′(x′)py(y)
]
= EPx′EPy|x′
[
log
py|x′(y|x′)
py(y)
qx′(x
′)
qx′(x′)
qy(y)
qy(y)
]
= EQx
[
px′(x
′)
qx′(x′)
· EQy|x′
[
log
qx′,y(x
′, y)
qx′(x′)qy(y)
]]
+ C
= EQx′,y
[
w(x′) · log qx′,y(x
′, y)
qx′(x′)qy(y)
]
+ C
= I˜(y;x′) + C
Where C = −DKL(py||qy) is a constant that does not
depend on the choice of subset x′. Given that, if we have an
estimator for w, we can approximate I˜(y;x′) and conduct
selection as usual.
Experiments
In the experiments section, we tune four hyperparameters: (i)
l1 regularization parameter used to train the logistic regres-
sion model when estimating w, (ii) the minimum number of
samples per leaf in each regression/classification tree, (iii)
the flattening parameter γ used to make the weighting func-
tion flatter and (iv) number of GMM components. We use
the Scikit-Learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011) implementations to
train the logistic regressions, regression/classification trees
and GMMs. First, we choose the l1 logistic regression reg-
ularization parameter C from values in [10−4, 5], in order
to minimize the log loss in a holdout dataset. Second, we
choose the minimum number of samples per leaf in each re-
gression/classification tree from values in [5, 15, 25, 40, 50],
in order to minimize the mean squared error or classi-
fication error within a 2-fold cross-validation procedure.
Third, we choose γ from [.1, .2, .3, .4, .5, .6, .7, .8, .9] using
Importance-Weighted Validation (Sugiyama and Kawanabe
2012) in a holdout dataset. Finally, we maximize the log-
likelihood in a holdout dataset to choose the number of GMM
components, varying the possible number of components
within the list [1, ..., 15].
